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A Search for Some Facts About

The Bank of the United States Notes
By WILLIAM J. HARRISON

Paid bill for engraving $50 Post Note. (Historical Society of Pennsylvania
Collection)

FOR some years I have been searching for any early
obsolete bank note engraved before 1803 by William
Harrison, Sr. Although various accounts of his life,

including his obituary, refer to him as being employed
by leading banks in the Philadelphia area, a bank note
bearing his imprint as engraver has yet to be found ..
However, one piece of evidence showing that he did
engrave bank notes is the receipt written and signed by
"Wm. Harrison, Sr." on December 15, 1798, to the Bank
of the United States for engraving a $50 Post Note,
which document is in the Dreer Collection in the Manu-
script Division of the Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
I therefore have been trying to find out what notes were
actually issued by the i first I Bank of the United States,
(1791-1811) and to learn if he engraved others.

Since I had an opportunity to do some research in
Philadelphia, my friend Mr. Robert M. Lunny, Director
of the New Jersey Historical Society, kindly gave me a
letter of introduction to his friend Mr. Nicholas B.
Wainright, then the Director of The Historical Society of
Pennsylvania. which I needed to secure permission to
use the Society's manuscript material. It is hard to
believe that the rare material in this major source of
historical papers has been so abused by unprincipled
researchers that letters of proper introduction from well-
known and responsible persons are now required before
anyone may use the manuscript material, but that is now
the case, as no doubt it should be.

Since I knew that the minutes of The Trenton Banking
Company of Trenton. N. J. even spelled out the design
which the engraver was to use on each denomination
bank note, I naturally asked to see the directors' minutes
of the Bank of the United States when I started my
searching. The folder 1 received contained the hand-
written minutes from 1795 to 1800. I read and react
without once seeing any reference to any engraver, which
of course became very discouraging. Near the end of
the papers was a committee report dated February 14,

1800, which was a real valentine. It contained the listing
of three issues of notes which had been redeemed, the
last of which was headed "Bank Notes of New Plates
by Harrison." 1 forgot myself and yipped out loud "I've
got it!". whereupon other researchers looked at me with
grins.

The illustrations of the notes and of a letter which
have been generously furnished to me and the text of
the February 14, 1800 committee meeting report are
the first basic records I have found to give an accurate
account of the notes actually issued by the (first) Bank
of the United States. The report stated:

"The Committee appointed to count the cancelled Post
& Bank Notes report the following statement of Notes
which they find cancelled & pasted in the books kept for
that purpose—

	Viz : 	 Post Notes— 	 266	 g
	58 	 rg

793/4 (er.

	

56 	 it
	3002 	 (lb

	

*3964 	 it

	

1610 	 Cri,

	

789	 rer
in Notes of Various sums

in this amount are included
three of one hundred & one of
one hundred and twenty Drs. 25/100
taken out by the cashier on account
of the indorsement being said to be forged.

Bank Notes of Old Plates

1,479 1/2 g three Drs.

	

20,848 	 0) five
18,8871/2 g ten

	

11,332 	 g twenty

	

49	 ci thirty

	

2,756 	 (ir fifty
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Bank Notes of New Plates by Harrison
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427
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Dr.	 128,300

five 1,330
ten 580
twenty 1,590
thirty 1,680
fifty 150,100
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448,993.65
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Bank of the United States Directors' Minutes, February
14, 1800. (Historical Society of Pennsylvania Collection)
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"The Committee are induced to recommend the burning
of all the Bank Notes which have been or may be can-
celled to prevent the probability of their again appearing
in circulation. And that a Committee be appointed to
burn those already pasted in the books 8.i. in future that
Committees be appointed to burn and destroy all the Bank
Notes that may have been cancelled, (in the last) twelve
months.

Agreed 14 Feby. 1800"

These minutes show that there were at least three is-
sues of notes of the parent bank in Philadelphia—the
Post Notes, Bank Notes of Old Plates, and Bank Notes
of New Plates by Harrison—hut they do not indicate who
engraved the Old Plates or Post Notes. Likewise, the
parent bank directors' minutes do not account for the
notes issued by the branch banks, which notes had the
location or city where the branch was located filled in
on the note in ink, nor do they show who engraved these
branch bank notes.

Having established from the directors' minutes that
there were at least two issues of regular notes and perhaps
two issues of post notes, the question is: What was the
difference in design, if any, between the old and new
plates? As collectors know, the genuine notes of the first
bank period are rare, and even the counterfeit notes are
not common. As I tried to decide where to look for ex-
amples of these notes, the first collection of these pieces
that came to mind was the one which Matt Rothert dis-
played at the A.N.A. convention in New Orleans in 1973,
and he kindly sent me reproductions of that beautiful
exhibit to study, some specimens of which are included
in the illustrations of this article. But 1 was really
surprised to learn from Eric P. Newman that he too has
been studying the first issues of the Bank of the United
States and that he was planning to include all the data
he could find about the notes of this famous bank in
the coming expanded Bicentennial Edition of his out-
standing work The Early Paper Money of America. He
too sent me for study copies of his notes. genuine and
counterfeit, and his data. which items were invaluable
in trying to determine the differences in the types of
notes issued.

Then Dick Hoober reminded me that Christian Blom
of Hawthorne, N. Y.. had one of the circular letters sent
out by the bank in 1791 to parties who might handle
the bank's notes. Through Chris Blom's cooperation this
rare letter is reproduced. It is unusual because it was
engraved and therefore there were undoubtedly numerous
copies printed to be sent to those bankers concerned.
This letter is of great importance to collectors because
it tells of the silk and watermarks in the bank note
paper, which qualities or effects will not show in the
paper of the counterfeit notes. The letter also describes
the number of times the denomination will appear on
the post notes in writing and in numerals.

Sirs

In obedience to the orders of the President and Direc-
tors of the Bank of the United States, and in compliance
with the request of the Secretary of the Treasury
of the United States, I now have the honor to transmit
you a description of the Notes of the Bank of the United
States, with the signature of the President and Cashier.

(Christian Blom Collection)

December 31, 1791 Letter From Bank Describing Bank
Notes

The paper is made of white linen and red silk, which
occasions a tint of the latter colour to pervade the whole.

The water mark was calculated to have the words
UNITED STATES and half the word BANK in each
Note. This will not always be the case; sometimes the
word BANK will be all in one Note, sometimes a very
small part—the consequence is that in other Notes the
word will be wholly excluded, and the greater part of the
word will be in others. The words United States will be
found in every Note.

The Notes which will most frequently be without the
work BANK, or only have a small part of it in them are
those of Fifty Dollars, Twenty Dollars A, and Ten
Dollars C—The same omission, but less frequently will
be found in One Hundred Dollars A, Thirty Dollars,
Twenty Dollars B, Ten Dollars B, Ten Dollars D, and
five Dollars B.
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In the Ten Dollars A, the comma which ought to have
b7en after the word States, is put after the word United.

The Post Notes are impressed upon the same kind of
paper, but are engraved in a stile varying from the others,
the Eagle bearing the arms of the United States, being
represented as flying.

The water mark is more uniformly divided in these
Notes.

The amount of the Note when the sum is engraved will
be found in six different places; twice in figures, twice in
words in the margin, and twice in words in the body of
the Note. When the amount is in writing, it will be
found four times, twice in the margin and twice in the
body of the Note.

This description being intended for your information
in your official capacity, it is expected that the utmost
secrecy will be observed on your part.

I am,
Sir,

Your obedient servant,
Johv Keav,

Cashier

Philadelphia, December 31, 1791.

Putting all the various copies of these notes side by
side. a definite pattern develops in the regular parent
bank and branch bank issues. I have yet to see a speci-
men or reproduction of the Post Notes; therefore their
design can only be surmised. The regular notes of
the parent and branches seem to fall into the following
types or issues:

PARENT BANK

Type I. Engraved date 179-. The tail of the 9 does not curl under
the 7.

Vignette: A heraldic eagle holding an American shield, arrows in
right talon, olive branch in left talon, a cloud over eagle's head
showing thirteen stars. Vignette always placed in upper left-hand
corner of note.

Left end : Denomination in script on lined background.

Top center : Denomination in numerals in an oval medallion,
stipple background, beaded edge.

Lower left : Denomination in large Old English lettering on en-
graved black background panel, making lettering show as white
or paper color.

Words "Bank of the United States" are in script lettering in body
of the note.

The paper contains red silk thread and is watermarked "United
States" and part of word "Bank".

The notes were engraved in denominations of $3, $5, $10, $20,
$30, $50, and $100.

The notes are signed by Thomas Willing as President, and John
Kean as Cashier.

Type II. Engraved date 179-. The tail of the 9 curls under the 7.

Vignette, the same as type I, is always placed in the center of
the note.

Left end : Denomination in capital letters on lined background.

Top left and right : Denomination in numerals in fancy decorated
medallion, and in words in decorated enclosures.

Words "United States" are in large capital letters in the body
of the note.

The notes were engraved in denominations of $1, $5, $10, $20,
$30, $50, and $100.

Type III. Engraved date 179-.

Vignette : A heraldic eagle holding an American shield, arrows
in right talon, olive branch in left talon, in oval frame contain-
ing fifteen stars, always placed in bottom center of note.

Left end : Denomination in capital letters on lined background.

Top left and right: Denomination in numerals in oval, with lined
background, and tiny radial fringe on edge.

Words "Bank of the United States" in script in body of note.

Issued in denominations of $5, $10, $20, $50, and $100.

Engraved by William Harrison, Sr.

Type IV. Engraved date 18-, with finish line of 8 curling over
next two digits.

Vignette : Same as type III.. except oval frame is not as high but
shorter and fatter.

Left end : Denomination in capital letters on lined background.

Top left and right : Denomination in numerals in ovals with
fancy decoration.

Notes appear to be of smaller size than type Ill.

PARENT BANK POST NOTES

Since no copies of Post Notes have been found to date, the only
evidence of issue is from the directors' minutes, indicating de-
nominations of $5, $10, $20, 030, $50, $100, $500, $1,000 and notes
of "various sums", also William Harrison's receipt dated Dec.
15, 1798 to the Bank of the United States for writing and engrav-
ing a fifty dollar post note. Therefore there must have been two,
if not more, issues of Post Notes, those mentioned in the bank's
letter of December 31, 1791, and at least the $50 note engraved
by William Harrison, Sr., in 1798.

BRANCH BANKS

Type 1. Engraved (late 17-.

Vignette : A flying eagle carrying arms of the United States with
arrows in left talon, placed in lower center of note.

Left end : Word "Department" in capital letters in a frame.

Top left and right : The denomination in numerals in oval me-
dallions, decorated edges.

See the 1781 circular letter for description of Post Notes and
illustration of $50 Type I Branch Bank Note.

Type II. Engraved date 179-.

Vignette: A heraldic eagle holding an American shield, arrows
in right talon, olive branch in left talon, cloud over eagle's head
with thirteen stars, always placed in upper left-hand corner of
note, same as parent bank type I.

Left end : Word "Department" in capital script letters on lined
background.

Top to left of center: Denomination in oval medallion, beaded
edge.

Type III. Engraved date 1---

Vignette : A heraldic eagle holding an American shield, arrows in
right talon. olive branch in left talon, in oval frame containing
fifteen stars, placed in bottom center of note or in top center
of note, same as parent bank type III and IV.

Left end : Word "Department" in capital letters on lined back-
ground.

Upper left and right-hand corners : Denomination in numerals in
medal lions.

Branch bank notes were of the same design for all branches of the
bank, payable to the president of the branch or to the bearer, and
signed by the cashier and president of the parent bank, and were
issued in denominations of $5, $10, 020. $50, and $100.

There is no question that the notes illustrated which
have the X XXXX mark cancellations are counterfeit, but
they are also probably very good engraved facsimilies
of the genuine notes. However it is also possible that
the counterfeit notes may be just enough different in
design to cause me to believe erroneously that they com-
prise a different issue or series, but they are the only
copies of these notes found so far to examine. Perhaps
further research by others will confirm or disprove this
assumption of the types of notes that appear to have
been issued, and perhaps this discussion will stimulate
such research.
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(J. Roy Pennell, Jr. Collection)

(Matt Rothert Collection)

Parent Bank Notes Type II

Parent Bank Notes Type III

(Eric P. Newman Collection)

Parent Bank Notes Type IV.
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Branch Bank Note Type I. (From an illustration in
Numismatic Scrapbook Magazine)

Branch Bank Note Type III

(Eric P. Newman Collection)

Branch Bank Notes Type II

(Historical Society of Pennsylvania Collection)

At least the following facts have been rediscovered
about the Rank of the United States first charter period
notes:

1. The denominations of Post Notes, first issue.
2. The denominations of notes from "Old Plates."

(Type I and II.)
3. The denominations of notes from "New Plates."

(Type III.)
4. The engraver of the "New Plates."
5. The use of silk and watermarks in the bank note

paper.
6. The number of times the denomination appears on

the post note (Type I.) in numerals and in writing.

News from American Bank Note Co.

The 1974 Annual Report of the American Bank Note
Co. contains color reproductions of bank notes it prints
for a wide variety of countries from Costa Rica to
Malaysia. Also shown is a new type of security docu-
ment—intaglio engraved motor vehicle certificates of
title becoming increasingly popular in many states. The
accompanying report of the parent International Bank
Note Co. announces the formation of a 60%-owned sub-
sidiary company, American Bank Note Securities Systems,
Inc. to offer technology, equipment and services for auto-
mated currency processing.

In regard to the commemorative stamp panels which
contain so many engraved vignettes from obsolete bank
notes, the report says that interest in them continues to
grow. By the end of 1974 the company had designed
and delivered 42 of them for the Postal Service and since
the inception of the program it has produced more than
one million five hundred thousand of these "collectors'
items." Since some 22 new commemorative stamps are
expected in 1975, many of which will feature the Ameri-
can Bicentennial and the 200th anniversary of the Postal
Service, the company expects to continue this program.

State lotteries are becoming increasingly popular, with
the various tickets being colorful and attractive. ABN
Co. is producing many of these successors to the early
19th century lottery ticket collectibles, including those for
Illinois.

The 1974 American Bank Note report discloses that
beginning in mid-1975 the company will deliver and in-
stall the first of a series of four Magna presses being
manufactured for the Bureau of Engraving and Printing
in Washington, D.C. These will be followed by presses
for the government printing plant of Brazil. ABN Co.
and its associates at Bradbury, Wilkinson are en-
deavouring to sell Magna presses to interested govern-
ment printing plants in Europe, South America, and Asia.
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